
ARTIFCIAL
 INTELLIGENCE 

AI taking jobs from humans
is very real and big concern
but AI could actually create
more jobs with its existence.

According to interesting
engineering "The application
of AI in businesses will also

force the job market to
evolve which, with the right
preparation, could be a very

good thing.   

One of the main downfalls
of AI is that it can be very

discriminatory.   A lot of AI
software is beeing designed
with only one race in mind
meaning the AI is unable to
detect people of other races

or often misidentifies
people based on their race.  

AI is always ready and
able to work. Versus
human workers who
have to sleep or take

lunch breaks and such. 
AI is ready 24/7 with no

 rest needed.

AI is actually helping
during natural disasters
according to an article

from interesting
engineering "AI has ably

demonstrated its utility in
building smart disaster

responses and providing
real-time data of disasters

and weather events."

Another big threat from AI is
social manipulation.

According to Forbes "By
spreading propaganda to

individuals identified through
algorithms and personal data,

AI can target them and
spread whatever information
they like, in whatever format

they will find most convincing
—fact or fiction. 

AI is can be a serious
invasion of privacy.
Whether it be using

cameras 24/7 monitoring
your every move, or

scanning your face and
using it to track you AI can
be a major security breech. 

GOOD OR BAD?

AI could reduce the
number of humans on field
during battle which would

reduce the death toll
exponentially and decrease

the number of humans
putting their lives on the

line everyday.  

AI could significantly help with
battlefield casualties by

increasing AI soldiers  however
they can become very deadly.
According to an article from

Forbes "a more imminent
concern is the dangers

autonomous weapons might
have with an individual or

government that doesn’t value
human life. Once deployed, they

will likely be difficult to
dismantle or combat. 

GOOD BAD

https://www.lexalytics.com/lexablog/artificial-intelligence-disaster-relief
https://safetymanagement.eku.edu/resources/infographics/the-benefits-challenges-of-using-artificial-intelligence-for-emergency-management/

